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Abstract

In this paper, we investigate a joint power allocation and relay selection scheme for energy efficient cooperation in
energy harvesting-wireless sensor networks (EH-WSN). We mainly propose a simple heuristic algorithm to improve
the energy efficiency of each node in a clustering based EH-WSN. First, the effect of cooperative communication is
evaluated, and then, the energy sustainability of every node is taken into account, finally, we formulate an online
optimization problem which can be solved near optimally with low computational complexity. Extensive simulation
results are presented to show the outstanding performance of our proposed scheme in nodes’ transmitting power
allocation and average working utility. Therefore, this joint optimization algorithm has a promising future in real
applications.

Keywords: Cooperative communication, Energy harvesting, Wireless sensor network, Transmitting power control,
Relay selection

1 Introduction
Nowadays, a new class of wireless sensor network that
harvest energy from the environment (solar, wind, vibra-
tion, etc.) is emerging. Because of its intrinsic capability
of self-sustainability, a lot of researches have been done
on it; many of them focus on the high-efficient energy
utilization [1–3]. As for this energy harvesting-wireless
sensor networks (EH-WSN), the main challenge is to
maximize its working performance under energy har-
vesting constraints, so studies on the MAC protocol,
routing protocol, and cross layer optimization also ob-
tain lots of achievements [4–10].
Recently, the use of cooperative communication in

EH-WSN has attracted some interest [11, 12]. For ex-
ample, Kuang-Hao Liu has investigated a battery-aware
relay selection scheme, which is called BARS, for energy
harvesting (EH) relays with finite energy storage [13]. It
takes into account both channel state information and
battery status in choosing the cooperating relay. The
analysis result shows that the number of potential relays

and the overhead for collecting required information
have significant effects on the system outage probability.
Songtao Guo et al. [14] have considered applying a sim-
ultaneous wireless information and power transfer tech-
nique to cooperative clustered wireless sensor networks,
they develop a distributed iteration algorithm of power
allocation, power splitting, and relay selection to
maximize the system energy efficiency, and they find
that power splitting ratio plays an imperative role in the
relay selection. Weikai Xu et al. [15] have proposed a
power splitting-based relaying and a time switching-
based relaying protocols to enable wireless information
transferring and energy harvesting in a denoise and for-
ward two-way relay network, they analyze the two pro-
posed protocols and obtain the optimal results for
power of sources, power splitting ratio, and time switch-
ing factor. Zhe Wang et al. [16] have considered an en-
ergy harvesting relay station to improve the service
quality of a cellular network. The goal is to assign each
mobile station a relay station to minimize the probability
of relay service outage. C. Huang et al. [17] proposed a
deterministic EH model for the Gaussian relay channel
and studied delay & nondelay constrained traffics. H. Li
et al. [18] addressed the problem of transmission
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scheduling in EH-WSN when only partial information is
available. I. Krikidis et al. [19] researched the interaction be-
tween data and energy queues when only knowledge of the
arrival rates was available. Especially, K. Singh et al. [20]
studied a joint source and relay transmitting power alloca-
tion scheme to maximize the system throughput. However,
to the best of authors’ knowledge, joint relay selection and
power allocation for a cooperative communication cluster-
ing EH-WSN has not been addressed in the literature.
In this paper, we present a novel heuristic algorithm to

further reduce the communication cost in a clustering EH-
WSN, where the saved energy can be use in data acquisi-
tion and processing. Cluster-based technique is especially
popular in wireless sensor network where always dense
nodes distributed: it divides the whole network into some
clusters, while cooperative communication technique uses
some relay nodes to enhance the transmission performance
and reduce the whole energy consumption. Our proposed
algorithm just chooses the best suitable relay node in the
cluster and compute its transmitting power based on the
channel condition and energy sustainability. The main con-
tributions of our paper are summarized as follows:

(1)Based on the cooperative communication protocol
in clustering EH-WSN, we propose a simplified
cooperative relay model and analysis node’s
transmission power, bit error rate, and energy
harvesting evolution procedure.

(2)To maximizing the energy utilization efficiency, we
deduce a joint power allocation and relay selection
algorithm. Then, we analyze the changes of energy
saving efficiency and average network energy when
different relays are chosen. These derivations
provide practical design insights into the effect of
various parameters on the system performance.

(3)The numerical results show that locating the relay
node closer to the middle of source node and
destination node yields more energy savings. It also
demonstrates that the proposed cooperative
protocol can improve the balance of cluster nodes’
residual energy, since it intelligently track the node’s
energy sustainability in an online fashion.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents the overview of system communication
model; Section 3 analyzes the energy model; Section 4
introduces our joint optimization algorithm; Section 5
presents the experimental results including several key
metrics; and Section 6 concludes the paper with draw-
back and future work.

2 System communication model and analysis
In this study, we mainly focus on the analysis and calcu-
lation of cooperative communication in EH-WSN, the

cluster-routing protocol is not our main research target.
So, we choose the energy harvesting genetic-based un-
equal clustering-optimal adaptive performance routing
(EHGUC-OAPR) protocol [21] as our research basis in-
stead. EHGUC-OAPR is an unequal clustering routing
protocol: clusters which are closer to the base station
(BS) have smaller size. Apparently, it can balance the en-
ergy consumption of the entire network and improve the
data delivery ratio effectively. On the other hand, coopera-
tive communications in such clustering EH-WSN are eas-
ier to understand: the dash-dotted lines represent the
boundaries of clusters, and the black-colored nodes de-
note the cluster heads, while the straight lines with arrow
are data transmission procedures, as is shown in Fig. 1.
The transmission procedure that a EH node transmits its

data to the BS can be described as follows: first, a EH node
shares the data to its cluster head; then, the cluster head se-
lects an optimum cooperating relay within its cluster to col-
laboratively transmit the data to the next hop (i.e., another
cluster head); finally, the cluster head transmissions are
completed by a multi-hop scheme, and the sink (or BS) is
the final destination. From the above diagram, we can sim-
plify the network model as Fig. 2 for easy analysis. In which
Ri represents the optimum relay, S is the source cluster
head, and D is the destination cluster head. All nodes in the
network have EH ability and have only one antenna.
The specific cooperative communication procedure con-

sists of two transmission slots: in the first slot, source clus-
ter head S broadcasts its data as byte x, all the relay node Ri
and destination cluster head D can hear this message, and
their received signals are shown as follow, respectively:

yS;D ¼
ffiffiffiffiffi
PS

p
hS;Dxþ nS;D ð1Þ

yS;Ri
¼

ffiffiffiffiffi
PS

p
hS;Rixþ nS;Ri ð2Þ

PS just represents the transmission power of S; hS;D∼C

N 0; σ2
S;D

� �
, and hS;Ri∼CN 0; σ2S;Ri

� �
are zero mean circu-

larly symmetric complex Gaussian random variables,
represent the independent identically distributed fading
channel gains of S to D and S to Ri. (p.s. all channels are
orthogonal and irrelevant, its fading gain from node i to
node j is hi,j which follows Rayleigh distribution), and
nS,D, and nS;Ri represent the additive Gaussian noise of S
to D and S to Ri, which also follows CN(0,N0).
Then follows the second slot: the selected optimum

relay transfers the signal received in the first slot in a
decode-and-forward [22] scheme, it will transmit at
power PR if the decoding program is successful, or
otherwise, it should keep silence. So in the end, D
should receive two signals: one direct from S and the
other from Ri. After a maximal ratio combining proced-
ure, the recovered signal should be
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y
0
S;D ¼

ffiffiffiffiffi
PS

p
hS;DyS;D þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
PR

p
hRi;DyRi;D ð3Þ

It is worth noting that the overall end-to-end BER (bit
error rate) of our cooperative system, BERcoop, may be
expressed as the weighted sum of the BERs of these two
cooperative cases:

BERcoop ¼ BLERSR⋅BERnon‐coop

þ 1−BLERSRð Þ⋅BERfull‐coop ð4Þ
where BLERSR is the block error rate (BLER) of S to Ri, BER
non ‐ coop is the BER of noncooperative transmission which
directs from S to D, and BERfull ‐ coop is the BER of the co-
operative diversity transmission which from S and Ri to D.

3 Energy model and analysis
Here, we consider the energy model of each node as

Ei τð Þ ¼ Ei τ−1ð Þ þ PEH;i τð Þ−I ai jð Þð Þ ETX þ ERXð Þ ð5Þ
Ei(τ) is the residual energy of node i at the end of time slot

τ, PEH,i(τ) is the harvested energy of node i during slot τ, I(⋅)
is the binary indicator function and ai(j) is the event that node
i receives and transmits packets, and ETX,ERX just represent
the energy consumption of data transmission and reception.

The total average power consumption of a short-range
communication system may be expressed as the sum of
the total power consumption of the RF power amplifiers
PPA and the total power consumption of all other trans-
ceiver circuit blocks PCCT. In which PPA could be calcu-
lated by the node’s transmission power Pout:

Pout ¼ LEbRb ð6Þ

where Eb is the required energy per bit at the receiver
for a target BER Pb; Rb is the bit rate; and L represents
the channel path loss and may be calculated according

to L ¼ dk
i;jLref : di,j is the distance between node i and j, k

is the path loss index, and Lref is the reference path loss
when distance is 1 m. So PPA could be written as

PPA ¼ ξ=ηð ÞPout ð7Þ

η is the drain efficiency of RF amplifier; ξ is the peak
to average power ratio decided by modulation scheme.
As for PCCT, it consists of the transmission circuit

power consumption PCCT − tx and reception circuit
power consumption PCCT − rx, exact values to be decided
by detailed hardware components.

Fig. 1 Diagram of cooperative communication in the clustering protocol

Fig. 2 Simplified cooperative relay network
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Thus, we can deduce the energy consumption per bit
when working in conventional noncooperative commu-
nication status:

Enon‐coop ¼ PPA−source−non‐coop þ PCCT−tx þ PCCT−rx
� �

=Rb

ð8Þ
PPA − source − non ‐ coop is just the transmission power of

source cluster head S.
Otherwise, if we call on the cooperative communica-

tion mode, the energy consumption per bit of S is

Ecoop−source ¼ PPA−source−coop þ PCCT−tx þ 2PCCT−rx
� �

=Rb

ð9Þ
and the consumption of relay node is

Ecoop−relay ¼ 1−BLERSRð Þ
� PPA−relay−coop þ PCCT−tx þ PCCT−rx
� �

=Rb

ð10Þ
PPA − source − coop and PPA − relay − coop are the transmis-

sion power of S and Ri, respectively. So, the total trans-
mission energy consumption per bit under cooperative
diversity is

Ecoop ¼
"
PPA−source−coop þ 1−BLERSRð ÞPPA−relay−coop

þ 2−BLERSRð ÞPCCT−tx þ 3−BLERSRð ÞPCCT−rx

#
=Rb

ð11Þ
and the corresponding energy saving efficiency is

εsaving ¼ 100⋅ Enon‐coop−Ecoop
� �

=Enon‐coop ð12Þ
When comparing formulas 8 and 11, it is apparently

that the energy saving brings by cooperative commu-
nication must be greater than the energy cost incre-
ment in the meantime, only this can make εsaving be
positive. In addition, the transmission energy con-
sumption is proportional to the communication dis-
tance, so only the distance between S and D exceeds a
certain threshold, the cooperative communication can
be applicable. As for our EH-WSN, cluster heads are
usually quite distant. Hence, the cooperative technique
fits perfectly.

4 Joint optimization algorithm design
In this section, we present a joint power allocation and
relay selection algorithm to optimize the energy utilization
in the EH-WSN. It mainly possesses these functions: every
source cluster head could choose the optimum relay node
automatically and optimize their corresponding transmit-
ting power. But for an EH-WSN, every EH node has its
unique “energy neutral” operation requirement: the energy
harvested in a time duration must be greater than the en-
ergy cost in the mean time, or else the node will turn

down to sleep until enough energy has been acquired. So
under the cooperative communication circumstance, the
elected optimal relay node should meet two demands:
both maximizing the saving efficiency bringing by co-
operative diversity and equipped with the strongest energy
sustainability. We can express it as the following function:

argmax
i;ES−TX; ER−TX

α⋅ST ið Þ þ 1−αð Þεsaving ið Þ� �
;

Subject to
BERcoop≤Pb

∀i ¼ 1; 2; ⋅⋅⋅; n : Ei tstop
� �

≥Ei tstartð Þ
	

ð13Þ
where α is a proportionality coefficient, aiming at balan-
cing the proportion of above two items in the objective
function. ST(i) is a representation of energy sustainabil-
ity for EH node i [21]:

ST ið Þ ¼ EM;i

PEH;i þ σ
� �

logμ
μλ ið Þ−1

� �
; where

λ ið Þ ¼ EM;i−ES;i

EM;i

ð14Þ
σ and μ are the appropriately chosen constants, PEH,i

is the harvesting power rate for each node i, ES,i and
EM,i are the stored energy in the node i’s battery and the
maximum battery capacity, respectively. ST(i) and εsaving(i)
are the normalization results of ST(i) and εsaving. i is the
optional relay node in the cluster. ES −TX and ER −TX are
the transmit energies per information bit of the nodes S
and R, respectively.

ES−TX ¼ η=ξð ÞPPA−source−coop=Rb ð15Þ
ER−TX ¼ η=ξð ÞPPA−relay−coop=Rb ð16Þ

Through the analysis of formula 14, we can figure that
ST(i) is generating by nodes in the cluster automatically,
which varies with the environment’s energy. As for the εsav-
ing, from formula 12, we could know, when node S and node
D are chosen; εsaving is in inverse proportion to Ecoop. Hence,
in order to maximize εsaving, we just need to minimize Ecoop.
So, the next paragraphs describe the optimization of Ecoop:
For the sake of easy analysis, we take ES − TX and

ER − TX to represent the constraints in formula 13.
Firstly, we use (SNRSR and SNRRD) to calculate
(BERnon ‐ coop and BERfull ‐ coop) [23]:

BERnon‐coop≈1= 4SNRRDð Þ; ð17Þ
BERfull‐coop≈3= 16SNRSD⋅SNRRDð Þ ð18Þ

where SNRSR and SNRRD are the signal noise ratio of
communication channel from node S to relay R and
from R to D.
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Secondly, we also calculate BLERSR as follow:

BLERSR≈K=SNRSR ð19Þ
Of which K is a scaling factor. And according to for-

mula 6, 15, and 16, we can infer that

SNRSR ¼ ES−TX=N0ð Þ=LSR ð20Þ
SNRSD ¼ ES−TX=N0ð Þ=LSD ð21Þ
SNRRD ¼ ER−TX=N0ð Þ=LRD ð22Þ

where LSR, LSD, and LRD show the communication chan-
nel path loss for node S to relay R, node S to D, and
node R to D. For convenience of analysis, we take these
three as given parameters which could be calculated by
each node.

Then, we substitute formulas 17–22 into formula 4, it
can be derived as

BERcoop ¼
1− KN0LSR

ES−TX

� �
⋅3⋅N2

0⋅LSD⋅LRD

16⋅ES−TX ⋅ER−TX
þ K ⋅N2

0⋅LSD⋅LSR
4⋅E2

S−TX

ð23Þ

As well as Ecoop can be expressed as

Ecoop ¼ ξ=ηð ÞES−TX þ 1−
KN0LSR
ES−TX


 �
⋅ ξ=ηð ÞER−TX

þ 2−
KN0LSR
ES−TX


 �
⋅
PCCT−tx

Rb
þ 3−

KN0LSR
ES−TX


 �
⋅
PCCT−rx

Rb

ð24Þ

Fig. 3 Energy variance curves when relay node is moving

Table 1 Simulation parameters

Parameter Value Parameter Value

Target end-to-end BER Pb 10− 3 Bit rate Rb 10 kb/s

Target source-relay BER Psr 10− 4 Transmission power PCCT − tx 98.2 mW

Path loss exponent k 3.5 Noise power spectral density N0 −171 dBm/Hz

Peak average ratio ξ 1 Reception power PCCT − rx 109.5 mW

Drain efficiency of RF η 0.35 Energy harvesting rate PEH,n 1 mW

σ, μ 0.1, 5 Reference path loss Lref 109(90 dB)
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Fig. 5 The energy saving efficiency εsaving vs. the distance from R to D

Fig. 4 The data relay success rate vs. location changes of R
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Moreover, formula 23 can be presented below after tak-
ing in the constraints:

ER−TX ¼
1− KN0LSR

ES−TX

� �
⋅3⋅N2

0⋅LSD⋅LRD

16⋅ES−TX ⋅ Pb−
KN2

0LSDLSR
4⋅E2

S−TX

� � ð25Þ

In this way, finally, we can translate the function of
Ecoop minimization into a single variable optimization al-
gorithm with ES − TX:

argmin ES−TX

ES−TX þ
1−

KN0LSR
ES−TX


 �
⋅3⋅N2

0⋅LSD⋅LRD

16⋅ES−TX⋅ Pb−
KN2

0LSDLSR
4⋅E2

S−TX


 �

þ η

ξ
2−

KN0LSR
ES−TX


 �
⋅
PCCT−tx

Rb
þ 3−

KN0LSR
ES−TX


 �
⋅
PCCT−rx

Rb

� 

8>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>:

9>>>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>>>;

ð26Þ
Obviously, the above formula is a nonlinear function

of ES − TX; we can use an exhaustion method to compute
the optimal result, but at the same time, it must cause a
heavy computation burden to the sensor node, in order

Fig. 7 Contrast of average energy of cluster heads (α = 0.6)

Fig. 6 Average network energy
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to avoid this, we make a further analysis on formula 26:
when node S and D have been chosen already, LSD
should be seen as a constant value; thus, we only have to
deal with LSR and LRD. So, the optimization problem can
be approximately decomposed as a combination of these
two parameters’ independent actions.
If we regard LSR as zero, formula 26 is shown as

lim
LSR→0

argmin
ES−TX

Ecoop
� � ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3⋅N2

0⋅LSD⋅LRD
16⋅Pb

s
ð27Þ

Else if we regard LRD as zero, it is shown as

lim
LRD→0

argmin
ES−TX

Ecoop
� � ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k⋅N2

0⋅LSR⋅LSD
4⋅Pb

s
ð28Þ

Therefore, the optimization problem can be optimally
represented as the joint action of formulas 27 and 28:

ES−TX−OPT ¼ lim
LSR→0

argmin
ES−TX

Ecoop
� �þ lim

LRD→0

argmin
ES−TX

Ecoop
� �

¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3⋅N2

0⋅LSD⋅LRD
16⋅Pb

s
þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k⋅N2

0⋅LSR⋅LSD
4⋅Pb

s

ð29Þ

And more:

ER−TX−OPT ¼
1− KN0LSR

ES−TX−OPT

� �
⋅3⋅N2

0⋅LSD⋅LRD

16⋅ES−TX−OPT⋅ Pb−
KN2

0LSDLSR
4⋅E2

S−TX−OPT

� �
ð30Þ

So far, we have worked out the transmitting power al-
location equations for every distributed feasible relay
node. Each candidate relay node in the clusters could
calculate its corresponding transmitting power based on
the LSR and LRD according to formulas 29 and 30; also
the energy saving efficiency εsaving could be figured out.
At last, we know that every candidate relay node could

calculate both εsaving(i) and ST(i) automatically and inde-
pendently; hence, a relay index TRE can be defined as

TRE ið Þ ¼ α⋅ST ið Þ þ 1−αð Þεsaving ið Þ ð31Þ

Furthermore, the cluster head is responsible for col-
lecting each candidate’s εsaving(i) and ST(i) and comput-
ing the TRE(i). The one with maximal value just become
the cooperative relay. But also it should be noted that if
a node’s current energy status cannot afford the co-
operative communication, it would not be selected into
the candidate set. The diagram of this joint optimization
algorithm is shown below.

Table 2 Comparison between the suboptimal results and the optimal results

DistRD/DistSD −2.0 −1.5 −1.0 −0.5 0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5

Difference (μJ) 10.1 7.8 6.4 4.3 2.5 1.3 2.6 4.4 6.4 7.9 10 12.3

Fig. 8 Average energy saving vs. EH-WSN with different number nodes
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5 Results and analysis of simulation
In this section, we investigate the performance of
our optimization algorithm via MATLAB. An EH-
WSN with 200 nodes can be assumed to be de-
ployed in a monitoring area of 500 × 500 m, the
routing protocol “EHGUC-OAPR” has already loaded
and the clusters have formed up either, then our ex-
periment carries out. Here, some detailed parameters
are shown in Table 1.
First, we do some research on the performance of

transmitting power allocation block. We assume a one-
dimensional situation that the source cluster head S,
relay R, and destination node D lie in a straight line, in
which S’ location is regarded as original point, and the
distance from D to S is 30 m; by readjusting the location
of R gradually, we can obtain the numerical changes of

optimal power allocation. Simulation result is shown in
Fig. 3.
The yellow curve displays the source head’s transmit-

ting energy when in noncooperative situation; it appar-
ently keeps the same because the relay does not work.
The red and blue curves show the source head’s and re-
lay’s transmitting energy under cooperation, respectively;
DistRD is just the distance from R to D, when it becomes
zero means R coincides with D. From the above result,
we can see that the total transmission energy (ES − TX −

OPT plus ER − TX −OPT) falls to minimum when R is
placed in the middle of S and D(DistRD/DistSD ≈ 0.5);
otherwise, it rises up rapidly. In addition, Fig. 4 shows
the effective operation distance threshold of relay node
(− 2.5 < DistRD/DistSD < 3.5), and the transmitting energy
of S takes a greater proportion. P.S. the minus sign
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means R is located on the other side of S opposite direc-
tion with D.
Furthermore, the numerical value variation of

BLERSR at the relay node is also recorded in Fig. 4: it
represents the data reception success rate from S to R.
We can see that R cannot decode data correctly when
DistRD/DistSD < − 2.5.
Then, we turn to a two-dimensional situation, where

relay can move on a plane surrounded by S and D. Here,
D is placed on the original point with S 30 m away. The
corresponding energy saving efficiency εsaving is calcu-
lated and shown in Fig. 5. Five contour lines represent
different energy saving levels when R is located inside. In
macroscale, R’s position seems nearly a circle under the
same εsaving; but in microscale, the closer to the middle
of S and D, the more efficient working of R.
After these experiments, we carry our joint optimization

algorithm into EHGUC-OAPR protocol, where the initial
energy for all nodes is 1 J. We calculate the network aver-
age residual energy status as shown in Fig. 6. We can find
that every cooperative scheme can reach a better energy
status than noncooperative scheme, and the whole
EH-WSN reach the energetic optimum when α = 0.6.
Moreover, we examine the energy variation of every

cluster head, as shown in Fig. 7. It is obvious that co-
operative communication could greatly improve the en-
ergy efficiency of EH-WSN, hence saving more power to
do other tasks, such as data acquisition and processing.
Additionally, we modify the nodes’ total number in the

EH-WSN, and we evaluate the average εsaving of each
scenario, as shown in Fig. 8. We can see that the network
with bigger total number has higher efficiency εsaving. The
reason is the more nodes in a cluster, the higher probabil-
ity of a bigger TRE(i).
Finally, we try to solve the equation 26 and compare

the results with our proposed suboptimal results, and we
proceed within the one-dimensional circumstance. The
difference of total transmission energy (ES − TX −OPT plus
ER − TX −OPT) between them is shown in Table 2.
We could see that the difference falls to the minimum

also when relay R is placed in the middle of S and D,
and the corresponding relative error is almost less than
5%. So, the proposed optimization computing method is
really available and has enough precision.

6 Conclusions
In this paper, we have investigated an optimal relay se-
lection for energy efficient cooperation in a clustering
based EH-WSN. We have formulated a novel and com-
putationally efficient relay selection heuristics for sensor
nodes based on both local path loss values and energy
harvesting rates. Extensive simulation results are presented
to demonstrate that the proposed algorithm achieves near
optimally relay node selection and transmitting power

allocation. Therefore, this scheme forms the basis of a
simple and practical cooperation strategy for EH-WSN
and can be directly deployed in real applications (such
as solar power monitoring system). It also can be inte-
grated with other optimization protocols to achieve en-
ergy efficient network-wide cooperation.
Future work will focus on the proposal of a multi-

objective algorithm for node placement and coverage of
cooperative EH-WSN. Moreover, we will consider differ-
ent application cases, including energy harvester-sharing
networks and structural health monitoring scene.
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